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The organisation SAT pursues a
holistic approach in which other
stakeholders like universities,
companies, organisations and
experts for organic agriculture
are integrated in the work.
SAT provides space for an
innovative platform whose main
pillars are research, application,
dissemination and networking.

Janet Maro

Director SAT

«Not least I would like to
express my appreciation to
the SAT team, who finally
made through their hard
work such a successfull year
possible.»
Alexander Wostry
Hugo Kunguru
Justin Lyasato
Gilbert Mhando
Mbwana Rwambo
Joseph Cosmas
Siaeli Chaki
Josef Gusel
Jumanne Kiula
Modest Kyando
Edson Malele
Maria Msuya
Brigitha Mhogofela
Daudi Gwabara
Mathias Daudi
Venance John
Jackson Pallangyo
Amos Nyoni
Kezia Senkana
Tausi Yahaya
Aziza Juma
Luwi Thomasi
Peter Mkota
Ayubu Nnko
Gabriela John
Yohana Mwidike
Flora Laanyani
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Director`s Foreword
«A year of growth»
We are grateful for another
successful year at SAT, sitting down
to write the foreword for the annual
report comes with a lot of feelings as
I reflect on what we planned to do,
what we actually did and I feel
proud that together we were able to
achieve.
Important extensions
Once again passion, teamwork,
confidence and the support we have
been receiving enabled us to get to
this point. Looking back at 2015, we
took to expand the scope and area of
our work through recruiting more
groups in the training program,
growing the SAT team and
strengthening the institutional
capacity of the organization; in a
nutshell, 2015 was a year of growth.
More groups, more farmers
In 2015 we were able to increase the
number of farmers we work with in
the field to up to about 2,500
farmers in 41 farmer groups and
through Mobile Office Days
(MODs) in Morogoro Urban, Morogoro Rural and Mvomero Districts.
Also we were able to successfully
run 16 courses at the SAT Farmer
Training Centre attended by more

than 300 participants from Tanzania,
Kenya, Germany and Burundi.
In 2015 the SAT team grew to more
than 25 fulltime staff and was
supported by three interns from
Tanzania, Germany, Switzerland and
Ghana.
More space is needed
We improved the capacity of SAT by
acquiring new office space and
developing our organizational structure. We ended the year by having
our general assembly which was
attended by representatives from the
farmer groups, SAT Board, the
government and our partners.
Ultimately, all our work is directed
towards changing lives, and the
environment. In this report you will
read stories of farmers whose lives
have changed since they started
doing agroecology.
Solidarity is everything
Once again we appreciate the strong
partnerships we have at the
grassroots with farmer groups and
with our supporters. We value our
partners and they are a very
important part of our growth.
Together we reach hearts and change
lives.

Projects 2015

Alexander Wostry

Finance Manager

«Within the context of our
project ByT-phase out we
currently drive in 21 different
villages every week, to train
local farmergroups with a
total of 632 participants in
their own environment.»

Of lasting benefit
Through the creation of an innovative
platform, which stands for the
dissemination of sustainable cultivation methods in agriculture, life
circumstances of farmers in Tanzania,
which earn their daily income in
small family farms, are to be
improved primarily.
Quality proves its worth
The project ByT-Phase out, ongoing
since 2014, is the final venture of the
program “Bustani ya Tushikamane”,
launched in 2009, that is commonly
known under the name “garden of
solidarity”.
It introduces farmer groups from
different villages to the possibilities
and the lasting benefits of a transition
to organic farming and trains them in
simple and practical application
methods on the spot. Increased yield,
reduced operating costs and better
market access, stable food security as
well as increased earnings are to be
ensured thereby.
Reaching people
By 2016, a total of 41 farmer groups
could be trained and just over 2500
farmers were successfully trained in
subjects concerning organic farming.
In addition to that, there were over
3000 people that have been informed

about organic cultivation methods
through SAT’s information office in
Morogoro, the demonstration gardens
in the villages and the local
agricultural fair.
Professional training
Another 313 people from all over
Tanzania and even from other
countries attended courses with
organic-sustainable teaching content
at SAT’s Farmer Training Centre.
Members of the farmer groups
received training in becoming a
trainer themselves (F2FC), in order
to enable them to share their acquired
knowledge and to independently
instruct other farmers in organic
agriculture.
On top of that, by holding two-day
workshops (Mobile Office Days),
farmers in highly remote and difficult
to access villages could be reached
and won over to the idea of
sustainable production.
The environmentally friendly cultivation methods that were conveyed
through these workshops, will help to
ensure the family’s precarious
livelihood.
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Mbwana Rambo

Facilitator
Organic Farming

″Combined training,
based on the wishes of
the farmers, has proven
itself to be a big success."

Development of agricultural skills

The link of training at SAT’s Farmer Training Centre and
regular visits in the villages of the small-scale farmers for
direct practical application of the course content on their
own fields, has proved to be the best way for conveying the
basics of organic-sustainable agriculture and for offering the
farmer groups the best possible assistance so they can apply
the acquired knowledge independently.
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Job opportunities for youth
In order to get better job opportunities in Tanzania,
early and adjusted support for youth is required.
The project OYE (Opportunities for Youth
Employment) campaigns for facilitating young
Tanzanians access to training that combine
agricultural land use and the basics of business
administration. This approach thus offers them the
possibility of creating their very own business.
Within this kind of combined facilitation 8 youth
groups with a total of 175 members were trained in
the theory and practice of these topics in their own
Suggestions and solutions
villages as well as at the Farmer Training Centre of
SAT. Three of those have already been offically Mkulima Mbunifu is an agricultural magazine that
registered in the set-up of their own company.
permits small-scale farmers to get access to organic
cultivation methods. With a circulation of 14’000
copies, it gives its readership an understanding of
sustainable technologies so they can face the
challenges of organic land use adequately. The
magazine, first published in 2011, is geared to the
needs of the small-scale farmers and deals with
matters on sustainable cattle and poultry keeping, as
well as on innovative methods that contribute to the
conservation of soil fertility or the reduction of water
use for irrigation. The project also contains a radio
program of the same name in which tried and tested
solution approaches for organic-sustainable farming
are presented to the audience.
Link to MKM Homepage

Scouts to Scouts
The name of the project
“Scouts to Scouts” describes
the collaboration of Austrian
Scouts (PPÖ) with Tanzanian
Scouts. The aim of the project
is to reduce unemployment
among young people in
Mbeya, increase food security
and create new income
opportunities through training
in organic-sustainable farming.
Thanks to this program, a total
of 150 young scouts in three
different schools have been enabled to undergo training in organic agriculture. What makes it special is that the
teaching content is not conveyed by state teachers but by scouts that have been trained at SAT’s Farmer
Training Centre themselves. Through several events and a scout camp the young people learn about healthy
nutrition and they are taught the theoretical as well as the practical basics of organic-sustainable production of
food. As an offset for their teaching activities, the two trainers were financed studies in business management.
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Seal of approval:
Highly recommended
“At eye level one gets along
better”. This saying revealed its
true meaning after the first
glimpse of the finished film
footage about the production of
compost, a tutorial video from
small-scale farmers for farmers
in Tanzania.
Within the framework of the
program EOA and during his
stay with SAT, the Liechtenstein
filmmaker Simon Egger produced this professional film material. Members of the farmer group from Towelo,
trained by SAT, put themselves at disposal for the shooting. In a vivid and comprehensible manner, they
showed how rich in content and natural compost can be produced with simple and local materials. This film is
especially used to show other farmers who live under comparable living conditions, how easy and costeffective it is to produce nutrient-rich compost on one’s own. The 20-minute documentation was produced with
the use of a participatory script where farmers themselves came up with the containing technical advice.
Of course these Tanzanian pioneers of organic agriculture are the best message to further scale up composting
in East Africa. Link to the CompostMakingTutorial

Improved infrastructure

system. There it is distributed to the
corresponding facilities and the gardens. The
water tower that was finished in August holds
a total capacity of 35,000 litres.
A nice side-effect that has revealed itself
after the construction of the tower is the
observation platform on the top of the
building that offers the numerous visitors and
course attendees a beautiful view of the farm
and its surroundings.

Water is the base for everything! Without this transparent
liquid there would be no life. This is why in dry regions it is
particularly important to keep water on agricultural areas and
to retain rainwater.
In order to be able to effectively use the “Masika-rain” that
falls in March and April in Tanzania, one meter deep trenches
were built at SAT’s Farmer Training Centre which enlarge the
catchment area from formarly 10 to 35 acres. The collected
water is led into the water reservoir. The trenches with a total
length of over 1km are thus able to retain several millions of
litres of rain water.
The water from the reservoir and from a concrete tank, which
is used for harvesting rainwater from the roofs, is pumped to a
seven meter high water tower through an underground piping
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Edson Malele

Accountant

“These reinvestments are
necessary to continue to
guarantee the new coming
farmers the high quality
of the training with SAT
that they are used to.”

Reinvestment

In order to be able to offer an ongoing support to the trained
farmer groups, financial resources are needed which are not
anchored in projects. SAT finances a part of these activities
on its own in order to strengthen and further develop the
network that has been built over the years. Where necessary
SAT also balances budgets and improves structures in
projects and moreover continues collaboration with faced
out farmer projects.
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Just as from grandmother’s garden

The ongoing project was created in 2012 in order to offer the farmers from the Uluguru mountains in
Morogoro a market for sustainably produced goods. The shop is being supplied with fresh foods from organic
cultivation several times a week. The farmers thereby receive a higher selling price than they would at the
city’s farmers market where almost exclusively conventional goods are sold.

By now, even restaurants and hotels in Morogoro that offer their guests menus with organic produce, are
among the clientel. Through the opening of Morogoro’s first organic shop, the farmers could therefore not
only be offered training in organic agriculture but were also provided with market access for their regional
produce.

Link to the SATShop Homepage

Agroecology pays off – Towelo/Ruvuma –
5 rooms, kitchen, bath
"The times when we used to spread synthetic fertilizers and to spray poisonous pesticides were
hard: There were years when there was almost nothing to harvest. But the expenses for
synthetic fertilizers were still very high. It was a hard time and we didn’t know how to go on."
Hadija Kibwana (Chairperson of the Farmer Group from Towelo)

"Organic Agriculture provides a lot of advantages; by building terraces we need less water for
irrigation, during the rainy season no soil gets lost, soil fertility improves and vegetables hold
taste again. We hardly have problems with pests and plant disease has also gone back.
The success became visible instantly, simply because the health of many of our farmers
improved and the children weren’t falling sick so often anymore. We are able to obtain higher
prices for our produce. As an example, I can sell 1kg of beetroot from organic cultivation for
2000 Tsh and there are buyers as far as Dar Es Salaam. For 1kg of beetroot from conventional
cultivation I barely get 500 Tsh."

"Through organic agriculture my life has completely changed for the better. I was able to send
all of my children to a good school, I bought two motorcycles for transporting the goods to the
city and I am currently working on building a new house with five rooms, the walls are built
already. But Hadija Kibwana too has ambitious plans. She has already gathered the bricks
needed for the construction of her own house."
"We owe SAT a lot because they enabled us to do all of this and, so to speak, brought us
independency." Pius Paulini (member of the farmer group)
Link to the complete successstory
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On a Farmer Training Centre in Africa

2015 was the second full year since the big opening of our Farmer Training Centre for organicsustainable agriculture in Vianzi/Morogoro in September 2013. From May to December 2015, in total
16 courses with 313 attendees from 11 different regions from all over Tanzania were held on the
grounds of the agricultural training centre. These courses covered 7 different programs with specific
teaching content. Even attendees from Tanzania’s neighbouring countries, like Kenya, Malawi and
Burundi, as well as international guests from different countries all over the world, were welcomed at
our farm. Overall, 8 hectares were cultivated with agricultural products like maize, sunflowers, millet
and hibiscus. On top of that SAT also expanded its project of organic dairy and egg production by
building new stables and by purchasing further goats and dairy cows.

Farm activities 2015

In 2015 a multitude of different fruit and timber
trees were planted. The area surrounding the
Farmer Training Centre was reforested with a total
of 813 trees.
Moreover a 0,5 hectare permaculture garden was
created, that is exclusively farmed with water from
the farm’s own biological water treatment plant. At
the beginning of the year more than 1km of
trenches were built on the grounds of the farm,
which make for keeping the rainwater on the
compound and conduct excess water into the water
reservoir which was built in 2014.
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Link to FTCHomepage

Courses that took place in 2015
- Organic Agriculture Basic
- Training ofTrainers
- Food Processing and Value Addition
- Zero Tillage
- Natural Medicine
- Attract Youth to Agriculture Camp
- Livestock and Poultry Keeping

Link to FTCTraining Schedule 2016

Financial Statement 2015

INCOME

In 2015 SAT’s income was with 96% mainly comprised of grants and donations which were allocated to 12
projects. SAT Activities were mainly taking place in three regions of Tanzania. The well organized
management and the more than 5 years experience in the field of agroecology was attracting in total 11 donors
to support the organization during this year. Further 4% income
Total Income
$
was generated with courses which were offered at SAT Farmer
386,378.01 Training Centre, the SAT Organic Shop and consultancy
Grants and Donations
services. These activities were bolstering the financial
15,075.37 sustainability of the organization and are expected to grow
Other Incomes
Total Income
401,453.38 during the coming years due to increased farm productivity and
increased demand for SAT consultancy services.

EXPENDITURE

Well trained staff was employed for providing
facilitation on agroecological practices in
villages and at the farmer training centre.
Furthermore staff was employed in Arusha to
publish the monthly magazine Mkulima
Mbunifu. Combined with SAT management the
total staff costs was 42% of the overall
expenditures during 2015. Training costs with total
19% of total expenses are the 2nd highest
expenditures which were made during this year.

SURPLUS AND RESERVE

Our organization was in 2015 as well capable in maintaining
surplus. This financial position guarantees future growth
and will be hence as well attempted to be achieved in the
coming
Surplus & Reserve
$
years. Our
79,024.53 reserve
Surplus
increased by
Total Reserve
292,169.85 $79,024.53 making
the accumulated reserve of $292,169.85.

ASSETS

The values of these assets are presented as per IFRS. SAT owns a farm with more than 200 acres and runs on
this land a Farmer Training Centre with a total capacity of
$
Assets
hosting up to 42 trainees full board.
6,993.47
Motor Vehicles
12,281.02
Furniture & Fittings
3,667.64
Livestock
32,033.08
Equipment
232,714.03
Land &Buildings
Carrying Value
287,689.26
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We would like to warmly

thank all our supporters !
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Interested in supporting Sustainable Agriculture in Tanzania ?

For donations directly to our SAT-account in Tanzania
Account Name: Sustainable Agriculture Tanzania (SAT)
Account Desc.: SAT Internal Revolving Fund
Bank: CRDB Bank
Branch: Morogoro
Account No.: 0250023317600
Swift: CORUTZTZ
Currency: USD
Note to payee: Donation SAT + email*

For donations to our support club in Austria
Account Name: Nachhaltige Landwirtschaft Ostafrika
Bank: Sparkasse Feldkirch
Account No.: 03100-602261
Bank Code: 20604
IBAN: AT892060403100602261
BIC: SPKFKAT2BXXX
Currency: EUR
Note to payee: Donation SAT + email*

* Please insert your email address as the
purpose of use to receive information
about the latest progress of the project
in order to follow what has been
implemented with your donation.
Donations to the support club in Austria
are solely used for SAT in Tanzania

Contact us:
Sustainable Agriculture Tanzania (SAT)
Email: info@kilimo.org
Phone: +255 754925560
P.O.Box 6369
Morogoro/Tanzania
www.kilimo.org
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